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SUMMARY: Simple closed-box (CB) models of chemical evolution are extended
on two respects, namely (i) simple closed-(box+reservoir) (CBR) models allowing
gas out°ow from the box into the reservoir (Hartwick 1976) or gas in°ow into the
box from the reservoir (Caimmi 2007) with rate proportional to the star formation
rate, and (ii) simple multistage closed-(box+reservoir) (MCBR) models allowing
di®erent stages of evolution characterized by di®erent in°ow or out°ow rates. The
theoretical di®erential oxygen abundance distribution (TDOD) predicted by the
model maintains close to a continuous broken straight line. An application is made
where a ¯ctitious sample is built up from two distinct samples of halo stars and
taken as representative of the inner Galactic halo. The related empirical di®erential
oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD) is represented, to an acceptable extent,
as a continuous broken line for two viable [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations. The
slopes and the intercepts of the regression lines are determined, and then used
as input parameters to MCBR models. Within the errors (¨¾), regression line
slopes correspond to a large in°ow during the earlier stage of evolution and to low
or moderate out°ow during the subsequent stages. A possible inner halo - outer
(metal-poor) bulge connection is also brie°y discussed. Quantitative results cannot
be considered for applications to the inner Galactic halo, unless selection e®ects
and disk contamination are removed from halo samples, and discrepancies between
di®erent oxygen abundance determination methods are explained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The empirical metallicity distributions of
long-lived stars of di®erent populations, constrain
models for formation and evolution of the Galaxy.
Simple closed-box (CB) models make a useful tool in
the description of galactic chemical evolution. The
original formulation (Searle and Sargent 1972, Pagel
and Patchett 1975) relies on instantaneous recycling
and homogeneous mixing approximations i.e. gas
from dying stars is instantaneously returned to and
homogeneously mixed with the interstellar medium.
The existence of a G-dwarf problem i.e. de-
tection of too few metal de¯cient G dwarf (or, more
generally, of a selected spectral type) with respect to
that which could be expected from simple CB mod-
els of chemical evolution (e.g. Searle and Sargent
1972, Pagel and Patchett 1975, Haywood 2001) was
¯rst established in the solar neighbourhood (van den
Bergh 1962, Schmidt 1963). Although in a less ex-
treme form, a G-dwarf problem appears to exist both
in the halo (e.g. Hartwick 1976, hereafter quoted
as H76, Prantzos 2003) and in the bulge (e.g. Fer-
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reras et al. 2003). In addition, a G-dwarf problem
has been recognized in both bulge-dominated and
disk-dominated galaxies (Henry and Worthey 1999),
which is consistent with the idea that the G-dwarf
problem is universal (Worthey et al. 1996).
According to current ¤CDM cosmological sce-
narios, galaxies were largely built out of disrupted
smaller subunits (dSph galaxies whose surviving
cores could be massive globular clusters). A simi-
lar process is presently occurring on a larger scale:
a central bulge (a cD galaxy) is accreting in galaxy
clusters, at the expense of infalling smaller galaxies.
Recent literature suggests that the assembly through
mergers is only true for massive systems and bulges
while low-mass galaxies were mostly built by smooth
accretion of intergalactic and halo gas (e.g. Keres et
al. 2005, Guo and White 2008). In this view, a
universal G-dwarf problem appears to be closely re-
lated to the initial very rapid gas in°ow related to
low-mass early galaxies or systems (Milky Way in-
cluded).
With regard to the Galaxy, the empirical
di®erential oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD)
shows that (i) at least two di®erent stages of (chemi-
cal) evolution exist, and (ii) each stage can be de-
scribed using an extended simple CB model, for
both the inner halo (Caimmi 2007, hereafter quoted
as C07), the bulge (C07), the thick disk (Caimmi
and Milanese 2009, hereafter quoted as CM09), and
the thin disk (CM09). In particular, the earlier
stage is marked by an initially increasing EDOD.
Understanding di®erent stages of Galactic (or sub-
Galactic) chemical evolution can be used to get fur-
ther insight on the evolution of important global
properties of stellar and gaseous components of
galaxies.
The advantage of the EDOD, Ã =
log[¢N=(N¢Á)]1, on the oxygen abundance dis-
tribution, ª = ¢N=N, is that the theoretical di®er-
ential oxygen abundance distribution (TDOD) pre-
dicted by extended simple CB models is a straight
line on the (OÁÃ) plane, which provides a more sen-
sitive test (Pagel 1989, Malinie et al. 1993, Rocha-
Pinto and Maciel 1996, Caimmi 2000 + erratum
2001a, hereafter quoted together as C00, Caimmi
2001b, hereafter quoted as C01, C07, Caimmi 2008,
CM09).
Simple CB models of chemical evolution were
¯rst extended allowing for gas out°ow (H76) and
later for moderate gas in°ow, with same metal abun-
dance as in the pre existing gas, yielding negative
TDOD slopes in the (OÁÃ) plane. On the other
hand, the low-metallicity tail of the EDOD is ¯t-
ted to a straight line with positive slope for both the
halo (C07), the bulge (C07), the thick disk (CM09),
and the thin disk (CM09), which is achieved by ex-
tending simple CB models to strong gas in°ow with
metal abundance nearly equal to the one in the pre-
exisiting gas.
In this view, di®erent stages of evolution are
related to di®erent domains in the normalized oxygen
abundance, (ÁU)i · Á · (ÁU)f, where the EDOD
is ¯tted to a regression line, Ã = aUÁ + bU, with
slope, aU, and intercept, bU (U = I;II;:::; is the stage
considered, beginning and ending at i and f con-
¯gurations, respectively). For reasons of continuity,
the ¯nal values of parameters related to a selected
stage must necessarily coincide with the correspond-
ing initial values related to the next stage, with the
exception of the out°ow or in°ow rate, which can be
deduced from the EDOD, and related oxygen abun-
dance, which must be assigned but has little in°uence
on the TDOD. Accordingly, the knowledge of present
values allows the calculation of past values, in the
light of the model, getting insight on the formation
and evolution of the system under consideration.
In summary, the current paper is aimed to the
following main points: (i) metallicity distribution re-
lated to a ¯ctitious sample (hereafter quoted as the
fs10 sample), supposed to be representative of the in-
ner Galactic halo (Subsection 2.1); (ii) choice of two
di®erent [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations deduced
from recent samples (RB09, Fal09, Sal09) (Subsec-
tion 2.2); (iii) EDOD determination from the fs10
sample by use of the above mentioned [O/H]-[Fe/H]
empirical relations (Subsection 2.3); (iv) formula-
tion of extended simple CB models, namely (a) sim-
ple CBR models, allowing for gas out°ow or in°ow,
and (b) simple MCBR models, allowing for di®erent
stages of evolution (Subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4);
(v) determination of the best ¯tting TDOD to the
EDOD inferred from the fs10 sample (Subsection
3.3); (vi) application to a special stellar system re-
sembling the inner Galactic halo (Subsections 3.5
and 3.6). In addition, the discussion and the conclu-
sion make the subject of Subsection 3.7 and Section
4, respectively. Further details are speci¯ed in the
Appendix.
2. DATA AND INFERRED QUANTITIES
According to several investigations on both
globular clusters (e.g. Salaris and Weiss 2002, De
Angeli et al. 2005, Marin-Franch et al. 2009) and
¯eld halo stars (e.g. Schuster et al. 2006, Carollo
et al. 2007, 2010, Nissen and Schuster 2010), one
part of the Galactic halo (inner halo) was formed via
rapid relaxation of a non virialized gaseous subsys-
tem, whereas the other part (outer halo) was formed
slowly and chaotically via accretion of fragments or
satellites. For further details refer to a recent at-
tempt (Jofr¶ e and Weiss 2011).
The inner halo population dominates within
about 15 pc along the Galactic plane and about 10
pc in height, showing a metallicity peak at [Fe/H] ¼
¡1:6, while the outer halo population extends well
outside where a metallicity peak occurs at [Fe/H] ¼
¡2:2 (Carollo et al. 2007, 2010). The existence of a
1Caption of symbols: Á = ZO=(ZO)¯ is the oxygen abundance normalized to the solar value, N is the population of the sample
under consideration, and ¢N is the number of sample objects within a bin centered in Á and bounded at Á ¨ ¢Á=2.
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clear net retrograde rotation for the outer halo popu-
lation has recently been doubted as ascribed to biases
in distance estimates (SchÄ onrich et al. 2011). From
this point on, attention shall be focused on the inner
halo population.
The following ingredients are necessary for de-
termination of the EDOD (in particular, related to
the inner halo), from which input parameters of a se-
lected model are deduced: (i) a representative sam-
ple; (ii) a related [Fe/H] distribution; (iii) a [O/H]-
[Fe/H] empirical relation. Each point will be sepa-
rately dealt within the forthcoming subsections.
2.1. Building up a ¯ctitious sample (fs10)
In building up a ¯ctitious sample (the fs10
sample) of inner halo stars, two di®erent samples will
be considered, namely the RN91 sample (N = 372)
of kinematically selected halo subdwarfs (Ryan and
Norris 1991, hereafter quoted as RN91) and the HV
sample (N = 3439) of metal-poor stars selected from
the Hamburg/ESO objective prism survey. More
speci¯cally, the HV sample has been determined
from a subsample (N = 1638) with available spec-
troscopic follow-up observations, by means of scaling
to the full parent sample (N = 3439). For further
details refer to the parent paper (SchÄ orck et al. 2009,
hereafter quoted as HV).
The RN91 sample can be considered complete
within the range ¡3:4 < [Fe/H] < ¡1:0 even if
substantial uncertainty is expected at the lower tail
¡3:4 < [Fe/H] < ¡3:0 due to poorly populated
bins (two stars per bin). At di®erent abundance the
sample is incomplete and su®ers contamination from
disk stars at the high-metallicity tail [Fe/H] ¸ ¡1:0.
Sample stars are crossing the solar neighbourhood.
The HV sample can be considered as complete
within the range ¡4:2 < [Fe/H] < ¡2:8. At di®erent
abundance the sample is incomplete and su®ers both
selection e®ects ([Fe/H] > ¡2:8) and contamination
from disk stars ([Fe/H] > ¡2:0). The sample is dom-
inated by stars at distances of less than about 5 kpc
from the Sun, even if a few objects exceed distances
of up to 50 kpc.
The HV sample is mainly made of giant stars.
A subsequent study on the stellar content of the
Hamburg/ESO survey has been focused on a sam-
ple (N = 617) of main sequence turno® stars (Li et
al. 2010). Both samples exhibit a quite analogous
metal abundance distribution where the halo popu-
lation dominates ([Fe/H] < ¡2:0), while the contrary
holds for higher values ([Fe/H] > ¡2:0). In the latter
case, the HV sample is also a®ected by the survey-
volume e®ect. For further details refer to the parent
paper (Li et al. 2010).
Basing on the above considerations, the fol-
lowing working hypotheses are made.
(1) The HV sample (N = 3439) is representa-
tive of the inner halo within the range ¡4:2 <
[Fe/H] < ¡2:8 where selection e®ects are min-
imized and contamination from disk stars is
negligible (HV).
(2) The RN91 sample (N = 372) is repre-
sentative of the inner halo within the range
¡3:0 < [ Fe/H]< +0:2 with a caveat due to
contamination from disk stars for [Fe/H] >
¡1:0 (RN91).
(3) The RN91 and HV sample are equally rep-
resentative (even if belonging to di®erent pop-
ulations) of the inner halo within the range
¡3:0 · [Fe/H] · ¡2:8 where the number of
stars is (¢N)RN91 = 8 and (¢N)HV = 160,
respectively.
Accordingly, the fs10 sample can be built up
from the RN91 and HV samples, by normalizing
to the same number of stars within the metallic-
ity range where the above mentioned samples are
supposed to be equally representative of the inner
halo. More speci¯cally, the normalization shall be
performed with respect to the HV sample, but the
Poissonian error related to each bin shall remain un-
changed with respect to the parent sample, with the
minimum among the two retained for the bin where
the parent samples are equally representative of the
inner halo. Then the number of stars belonging to
the fs10 sample, with regard to a selected metallicity
bin, remains unchanged or is multiplied by a fac-
tor 20 depending whether the parent sample is HV
([Fe/H] · ¡2:8) or RN91 ([Fe/H] > ¡2:8), respec-
tively, yielding a ¯ctitious population N = 7452.
Due to the presence of only two stars in each
bin centered on [Fe/H] = ¡3:1; ¡ 3:3; respectively,
involving larger errors with regard to RN91 sample,
the normalization has not been performed on a wider
range ¡3:4 · [Fe/H]· ¡2:8 which would also imply
fractional bin population. More speci¯cally, the con-
version factor would be 23.2 instead of 20, but adding
an extra star to each above mentioned bin containing
two stars yields again a conversion factor very close
to 20.
2.2. The [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relation
In dealing with simple models of chemical evo-
lution, involving the assumption of instantaneous re-
cycling, the predicted metal abundance has to be
compared to the observed oxygen (or any other pri-
mary element) abundance (e.g. Pagel 1989, C00,
C01). Unfortunately, oxygen is more di±cult than
iron to detect, and an empirical formula may be
needed to express the former as a function of the
latter. The population of available samples where
oxygen abundances are directly determined, does not
exceed a few hundreds at most (e.g. Ramirez et al.
2007, Melendez et al. 2008, Rich and Boesgaard
2009, hereafter quoted as RB09, Fabbian et al. 2009,
hereafter quoted as Fal09, Schmidt et al. 2009, here-
after quoted as Sal09). With regard to the halo, only
the RB09 and Fal09 samples can be considered rep-
resentative, while the Sal09 sample will be included
for comparison, and the remaining above quoted two
will be excluded.
The RB09 sample (N = 49) is made of a
homogeneous subsample (N = 24) of metal-poor
(¡3:5 < [Fe/H] < ¡2:2) stars, and a non homo-
geneous subsample (N = 25) of higher-metallicity
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Table 1. Values of e®ective temperature Te®, decimal logarithm of surface gravity logg, iron abundance
[Fe/H], and oxygen abundance [O/H], for N = 11 stars in common between the RB09 and Fal09 sample.
With regard to the latter, oxygen abundance has been determined using three di®erent methods, LTE, SH0,
SH1, respectively, and oxygen abundances related to LP831-070 are upper limits. For further details refer
to the text.
RN09 Fal09
star Te® logg [Fe/H] [O/H] Te® logg [Fe/H] [O/H] [O/H] [O/H]
LTE LTE SH0 SH1
LP651-04 6030 4.26 ¡2.89 ¡2.04 6371 4.20 ¡2.63 ¡1.62 ¡2.21 ¡1.93
BD-13±3442 6090 4.11 ¡2.91 ¡2.15 6366 3.99 ¡2.69 ¡1.77 ¡2.39 ¡2.11
G11-44 5820 3.58 ¡2.29 ¡1.63 6178 4.35 ¡2.03 ¡1.29 ¡1.47 ¡1.40
G64-12 6074 3.72 ¡3.45 ¡2.24 6435 4.26 ¡3.24 ¡2.21 ¡3.10 ¡2.71
G64-37 6122 3.87 ¡3.28 ¡2.32 6432 4.24 ¡3.08 ¡2.24 ¡3.12 ¡2.70
LP635-14 5932 3.57 ¡2.71 ¡2.00 6367 4.11 ¡2.39 ¡1.60 ¡2.03 ¡1.85
LP815-43 6405 4.37 ¡2.76 ¡1.86 6483 4.21 ¡2.71 ¡1.95 ¡2.70 ¡2.36
HD084937 6206 3.89 ¡2.20 ¡1.49 6357 4.07 ¡2.11 ¡1.39 ¡1.64 ¡1.56
HD140283 5692 3.47 ¡2.56 ¡1.72 5849 3.72 ¡2.38 ¡1.67 ¡1.91 ¡1.81
HD194598 5875 4.20 ¡1.25 ¡1.00 6020 4.30 ¡1.15 ¡0.51 ¡0.75 ¡0.68
LP831-070 5985 4.75 ¡3.06 ¡2.45 6232 4.36 ¡2.93 ¡2.13 ¡2.95 ¡2.54
Fig. 1. Comparison between (i) [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations deduced from 11 halo stars in common
among RB09 (upper panels, diamonds) and Fal09, case LTE (top left, squares), case SH1 (top right, crosses),
and (ii) [Fe/H] (bottom left) and [O/H] (bottom right), case LTE (squares), case SH1 (crosses), deduced from
the above mentioned stars. The composite symbols mark LP831-070, where only an upper limit to oxygen
abundance is available in the Fal09 sample. The straight lines in upper panels are [O/H] = 0:72[Fe/H] (left)
and [O/H] = [Fe/H] + 0:70 (right). The 1:1 correspondence in lower panels is represented by a dashed line.
Typical uncertainties are visualized as crosses on the top left corner of each panel.
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(¡3:1 < [Fe/H] < ¡0:5) stars. In both cases, the
stellar population remains unspeci¯ed and oxygen
abundance has been determined using standard lo-
cal thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) and one-
dimensional hydrostatic model atmospheres. The
calculated oxygen abundance is independent of the
solar value. Typical uncertainties are ¢[Fe/H] =
¨0:15 and ¢[O/H] = ¨0:15. Standard deviations
are also provided for each star. For further details
refer to the parent paper (RB09).
The Fal09 sample (N = 43) is made of halo
stars (¡3:3 < [Fe/H] < ¡1:0) where the oxygen
abundance has been determined using three di®erent
methods involving (a) LTE one-dimensional hydro-
static model atmospheres; (b) three-dimensional hy-
drostatic model atmospheres in absence of LTE with
no account taken of the inelastic collisions via neu-
tral H atoms (SH = 0), hereafter quoted as SH0; (c)
three-dimensional hydrostatic model atmospheres in
absence of LTE with due account taken of the inelas-
tic collisions via neutral H atoms (SH = 1), hereafter
quoted as SH1. For a single object (LP831-070) only
an upper limit to oxygen abundance has been deter-
mined. Typical uncertanties are ¢[Fe/H] = ¨0:15
and ¢[O/H] = ¨0:15. Standard deviations are not
provided for each star. For further details refer to
the parent paper (Fal09).
The RB09 and Fal09 samples have N = 11
(necessarily halo) stars in common, where the values
assumed for e®ective temperature and surface grav-
ity have been determined using di®erent methods,
yielding di®erent values for each star, as shown in
Table1.
A comparison between [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical
relations deduced from data listed in Table 1, in con-
nection with RB09 and Fal09 (case LTE, left; SH1,
right) samples, is presented in Fig.1, upper panels,
while the correspondance between [Fe/H] (left) and
[O/H] (right), deduced from the above mentioned
data, is shown in lower panels.
With regard to Fal09 sample, the case SH0
has not been considered, as it seems to overcorrect
LTE abundances and yield values of [O/Fe] which
are probably too low. For further details refer to the
parent paper (Fal09).
It can be seen that the [O/H]-[Fe/H] empir-
ical relation is slightly a®ected by the parent sam-
ple in the LTE case, with the exception of the most
metal-rich sample object (Fig.1, top left panel). A
low discrepancy appears in the SH1 case (Fig.1, top
right panel), where the results in absence of LTE ap-
proximation are available for the Fal09 sample only.
The occurrence of a systematic di®erence in [Fe/H]
determinations is probably due to di®erent methods
Fig. 2. [Fe/H] distributions (normalized to the unit area) related to four di®erent samples discussed in
the text. Sample denomination and population are indicated in each panel. In all cases, the bin width is
¢[Fe/H] = 0:2.
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related to di®erent samples, which makes all points
lie above the straight line with unit slope (Fig.1,
bottom left panel). The same holds, though to a
lesser extent, for [O/H] determinations related to the
LTE case (Fig.1, bottom right panel, squares), while
points related to the SH1 case (Fig.1, bottom right
panel, crosses) lie both above and below the straight
line with unit slope.
The normalized [Fe/H] distributions related to
the RB09 and Fal09 sample are plotted in Fig.2 (up-
per panels) where a similar trend is shown and, in
particular, both exhibit a peak near [Fe/H] = ¡2:2,
similar to their counterpart deduced from the HV
sample (bottom right panel) but in contrast with
their counterpart deduced from the RN91 sample
(bottom left panel).
Then the RB09 and Fal09 samples seem to be
representative of the metal-poor halo. Accordingly,
the determination of the EDOD from the [Fe/H]
distribution related to RN91 and HV samples has
to be made under the assumption that the [O/H]-
[Fe/H] empirical relations, deduced from the RB09
and Fal09 samples, hold to a similar extent regardless
of the metal abundance.
The [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations deduced
from RB09, Fal09 (cases LTE, SH0, SH1), and Sal09
samples, shown in Fig.3, are interpolated using six
di®erent regression models.
For heteroscedastic data and homoscedastic
models, the typical uncertainties are assigned to all
the data points. With regard to the special case of bi-
sector regression, the results are listed in Table 2. A
similar trend is shown using di®erent choices, namely
classical, inverse, orthogonal, reduced major-axis,
and generic regression models (Isobe et al. 1990,
Feigelson and Babu 1992, Caimmi 2011a,b).
Fig. 3. The [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relation deduced from two samples with heteroscedastic data, RB09 and
Sal09, and three samples with homoscedastic data, Fal09, cases LTE, SH0, and SH1, indicated in each panel
together with related population. Also plotted in each panel are the adopted linear dependences, [O/H] =
0:72[Fe/H] (full) and [O/H] = [Fe/H] + 0:70 (dashed). The regression lines related to ¯ve di®erent methods
are shown for each sample in the top right panel. For further details refer to the text.
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Table 2. Regression line slope and intercept esti-
mators ^ a and ^ b and related dispersion estimators ^ ¾^ a
and ^ ¾^ b for bisector regression models applied to the
[O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relation deduced from the
samples mentioned in the text.
sample case ^ a ^ ¾^ a ^ b ^ ¾^ b
RB09 0.7253 0.0278 ¡0.0025 0.0665
Sal09 0.6916 0.0513 +0.1431 0.0282
Fal09 LTE 0.9169 0.0310 +0.5916 0.0706
SH0 1.2568 0.0441 +0.9367 0.0998
SH1 1.0716 0.0332 +0.6993 0.0760
An inspection of Fig.3 and Table 2 shows that
systematic errors related to di®erent methods and/or
di®erent spectral lines in oxygen abundance determi-
nation, are dominant on both the dispersion due to
measurement errors and intrinsic scatter. At this
stage, a precise ¯t to the data extracted from a se-
lected sample would be meaningless, and only ac-
ceptable ¯ts related to di®erent situations will be
considered. Accordingly, the following [O/H]-[Fe/H]
empirical relations:
[O=H] = 0:72[Fe=H] ; (1)
with regard to the RB09 sample, Fig.3 (full lines on
data points), and:
[O=H] = [Fe=H] + 0:70 ; (2)
with regard to the Fal09 sample, case SH1, Fig.3
(dashed lines on data points), will be used for de-
termining the EDOD from the [Fe/H] distribution,
related to a selected sample. The regression lines re-
lated to the above mentioned methods are shown for
each sample in the top right panel of Fig.3.
2.3. The empirical di®erential oxygen
abundance distribution (EDOD)
With regard to the selected [O/H]-[Fe/H] em-
pirical relation:
[O=H] = a[Fe=H] + b ; (3)
and the speci¯ed [Fe/H] distribution, let [Fe/H],
[Fe/H]¨, be the coordinates of a selected bin cen-
tre and bin left (¡) and right (+) extremum, re-
spectively, and [O/H], [O/H]¨ their counterparts de-
duced via Eq.(3) for the related [O/H] distribution.
Accordingly, the bin semiamplitude reads:
¢¨[O=H] =
[O=H]
+ ¡ [O=H]
¡
2
=
= a
[Fe=H]
+ ¡ [Fe=H]
¡
2
= a¢¨[Fe=H] ; (4)
where [Fe/H] and [O/H] are logarithmic number
abundances normalized to the solar value (e.g. C07).
The oxygen mass abundance normalized to
the solar value Á to a good extent may be expressed
as (e.g. C07):
Á =
ZO
(ZO)¯
= exp10 [O=H] ; (5)
and the selected bin centre and bin semiamplitude,
related to the [O/H] distribution, read (e.g. C07):
Á =
1
2
fexp10 [O=H]
+ + exp10 [O=H]
¡g ; (6)
¢¨Á =
1
2
fexp10 [O=H]
+ ¡ exp10 [O=H]
¡g ; (7)
where the bin width is variable for a constant bin
width related to the [O/H] distribution.
Following earlier attempts (Rocha-Pinto and
Maciel 1996, C00, C01, C07), the EDOD in a se-
lected class of objects is de¯ned as:
Ã(Á) = log
¢N
N¢Á
; (8)
where ¢N is the number of objects within the nor-
malized oxygen abundance bin ¢Á centered on Á,
and N is the number of sample objects. The incre-
ment ratio ¢N=¢Á used in earlier attempts (Pagel
1989, Malinie et al. 1993) is replaced by its nor-
malized counterpart ¢N=(N¢Á) to allow compari-
son between di®erent samples. The uncertainty on
¢N is evaluated from Poisson errors (e.g. RN91) as
¾¢N = (¢N)1=2 and the related uncertainty in the
EDOD is:
¢¨Ã = jÃ ¡ Ã¨j = log
·
1 ¨
(¢N)1=2
¢N
¸
; (9a)
Ã¨ = log
¢N ¨ (¢N)1=2
N¢Á
; (9b)
where Ã¡ ! ¡1 in the limit ¢N ! 1. For further
details refer to the parent papers (C01, C07).
The EDOD related to RN91, HV, and fs10
samples are listed in Table 3 for the [O/H]-[Fe/H]
empirical relations expressed by Eqs.(1) and (2), the
left and right side, respectively.
The EDOD related to the fs10 sample, taken
to be representative of the inner halo, is plotted in
Fig.4 for the [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations ex-
pressed by Eqs.(1) and (2), the left and right panel,
respectively.
Upper panels represent the whole distribu-
tion, while lower panels zoom the low-metallicity
range. The vertical bars on the horizontal axis mark
[Fe/H] = ¡2:2, ¡1.6 where the global [Fe/H] dis-
tribution of the outer and inner halo, respectively,
peak according to recent results (Carollo et al. 2007,
2010), and [Fe/H] = ¡0.8, where a transition from
halo to bulge/disk globular clusters occurs (Mackey
and van den Bergh 2005).
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Table 3. The empirical, di®erential oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD) in the inner halo, deduced from
the fs10 sample (N = 7452) using two di®erent [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations, determined from interpola-
tion to two di®erent data sets, RB09 in presence of the local thermodynamic equilibrium approximation (left
side), and Fal09 in absence of the local thermodynamic equilibrium approximation, case SH1 (right side).
The ¯ctitious fs10 sample results from the combination of the HV sample (N = 3439) for lower metallicities
¡4:2 ·[Fe/H]< ¡3:0 and the RN91 sample (N = 372) for higher metallicities ¡2:8 <[Fe/H]· +0:2 under
the assumption that the two samples are equally representative of the inner halo within the metallicity bin
¡3:0 · [Fe/H]· ¡2:8. The error on the generic bin height has been estimated from the Poissonian error of
its counterpart related to the parent sample. See text for further details.
[O/H] = 0.72 [Fe/H] [O/H] = [Fe/H] + 0.70 ¢N
Á Ã Á Ã fs10 HV RN91
1.1322D¡3 ¡1.4181D¡1 4.0871D¡4 +1.6168D¡1 2 2 0
1.5774D¡3 6.4776D¡4 0 0 0
2.1976D¡3 1.0266D¡3 0 0 1
3.0615D¡3 +2.0434D¡1 1.6271D¡3 +3.3983D¡1 12 12 1
4.2652D¡3 +6.3437D¡1 2.5788D¡3 +7.1386D¡1 45 45 2
5.9421D¡3 +7.0048D¡1 4.0871D¡3 +7.2397D¡1 73 73 2
8.2783D¡3 +8.9728D¡1 6.4776D¡3 +8.6477D¡1 160 160 8
1.1533D¡2 +9.6413D¡1 1.0266D¡2 +8.7562D¡1 260 198 13
1.6067D¡2 +1.0284D¡0 1.6271D¡2 +8.8390D¡1 420 281 21
2.2384D¡2 +9.4240D¡1 2.5788D¡2 +7.4189D¡1 480 337 24
3.1185D¡2 +9.4967D¡1 4.0871D¡2 +6.9316D¡1 680 399 34
4.3445D¡2 +9.1764D¡1 6.4776D¡2 +6.0513D¡1 880 313 44
6.0526D¡2 +9.2258D¡1 1.0266D¡1 +5.5407D¡1 1240 231 62
8.4322D¡2 +6.9376D¡1 1.6271D¡1 +2.6925D¡1 1020 229 51
1.1747D¡1 +4.7566D¡1 2.5788D¡1 ¡4.8510D¡3 860 209 43
1.6366D¡1 +1.4535D¡1 4.0871D¡1 ¡3.9116D¡1 560 308 28
2.2800D¡1 ¡3.3187D¡1 6.4776D¡1 ¡9.2438D¡1 260 268 13
3.1764D¡1 ¡5.1063D¡1 1.0266D+0 ¡1.1591D¡0 240 178 12
4.4253D¡1 ¡8.8871D¡1 1.6271D+0 ¡1.5932D¡0 140 109 7
6.1651D¡1 ¡1.1788D¡0 2.5788D+0 ¡1.9393D¡0 100 45 5
8.5890D¡1 4.0871D+0 0 33 0
1.1966D¡0 ¡2.1658D+0 6.4776D+0 ¡3.0383D¡0 20 3 1
1.6670D¡0 1.0266D+1 0 6 0
The main feature of the EDODs plotted in
Fig.4, is the presence of ¯ve regions characterized
by a nearly linear trend, which will be named O, A,
F, C, E, respectively, and de¯ned in the following
metallicity ranges, each containing nX bins, X=O,
A, F, C, E.
O [Fe/H] < ¡4:2; [Fe/H] > ¡0:2; nO !
+1; the distribution coincides with the hor-
izontal axis after removing a single high-
metallicity star from the RN91 sample, con-
sidered as due to disk contamination or, in
any case, an outlier. On the other hand, the
last appears in related tables and ¯gures for
comparison.
A ¡4:2 · [Fe/H]· ¡2:7; nA = 6; the dis-
tribution is steep with positive slope.
F ¡2:7 · [Fe/H] · ¡1:7; nF = 6; the dis-
tribution is mild with negative slope.
C ¡1:7 · [Fe/H]· ¡0:9; nC = 5; the dis-
tribution is steep with negative slope.
E ¡0:9 · [Fe/H] · ¡0:2; nE = 4; the dis-
tribution is less steep with negative slope.
In absence of LTE approximation with re-
gard to the [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relation deduced
from the Fal09 sample (case SH1), regions F and
C may merge into a single region FC within the
range ¡2:7 · [Fe/H] · ¡0:9 including nFC = 10
bins. The vertical bars on the horizontal axis mark
[Fe/H] = ¡2:2, ¡1.6, and ¡0.8. The vertical dotted
lines mark [Fe/H] = ¡2:7, ¡1.7, and ¡0.9, where
the linear trend of the EDOD changes passing from
a region to the adjacent one. Data points on the
boundary between adjacent regions follow the linear
trend exhibited by every of them.
The regression line related to the EDOD
within each populated region, has been determined
using the B model related to Table 2, under the
assumption that the intrinsic scatter is dominant
(Isobe et al. 1990). A single high-metallicity star
from the RN91 sample, considered as due to disk
contamination or, in any case, an outlier, has not
been included in the ¯tting procedure. The regres-
sion line slope and intercept estimators and related
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Table 4. Regression line slope and intercept estimators ^ a and ^ b and related dispersion estimators ^ ¾^ a and
^ ¾^ b for bisector regression models applied to the oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD) plotted in Fig.4
with regard to di®erent [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations, deduced from the RB09 sample in presence of LTE
approximation via Eq.(1) (top panel), and from the Fal09 sample in absence of LTE approximation, case
SH1, via Eq.(2) (bottom panel). The method has been applied to each region (X) separately. Data points
on the boundary between adjacent regions are used for determining regression lines within both of them.
X ^ a ^ ¾^ a ^ b ^ ¾^ b
A +1.1382 E+2 2.0648 E+1 ¡1.0567 E¡1 1.2296 E¡1
F ¡2.0950 E+0 7.2725 E¡1 +1.0188 E+0 2.9109 E¡2
C ¡7.3565 E+0 1.2375 E¡1 +1.3433 E+0 2.3577 E¡2
E ¡2.2569 E+0 1.0098 E¡1 +1.7784 E¡1 3.2148 E¡2
A +7.9432 E+1 1.9364 E+1 +2.7571 E¡1 9.2608 E¡2
F ¡3.8855 E+0 6.1570 E¡1 +8.9453 E¡1 2.9691 E¡2
C ¡2.6460 E+0 1.4542 E¡1 +7.3661 E¡1 5.9411 E¡2
FC ¡2.8643 E+0 1.3796 E¡1 +8.2804 E¡1 2.7988 E¡2
E ¡5.3661 E¡1 3.5681 E¡2 ¡6.1514 E¡1 4.3965 E¡2
Fig. 4. The empirical, di®erential oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD) related to the fs10 sample for
[O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations deduced from the RB09 (left panels) and Fal09, case SH1 (right panels)
sample. The whole distribution is represented in upper panels, while lower panels zoom the low-metallicity
range. The uncertainty of the distribution is determined from Poisson errors. The vertical bars on the
horizontal axis mark [Fe/H] = ¡2:2, ¡1.6, and ¡0.8. The vertical dotted lines mark [Fe/H] = ¡2:7, ¡1.7,
and ¡0.9, where the linear trend of the EDOD changes passing from a region to the adjacent one. For further
details refer to the text.
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Table 5. Transition points between adjacent regions, as determined from the intersection of related re-
gression lines, for the oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD) plotted in Fig.4 with regard to di®erent
[O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relations, deduced from the RB09 sample in presence of LTE approximation via
Eq.(1) (left panel) and from the Fal09 sample in absence of LTE approximation, case SH1, via Eq.(2) (right
panel). In the latter case, the FC region has also been considered in alternative to F and C regions separately.
For further details refer to the text.
RB09 Fal09 (SH1)
transition Á Ã Á Ã
O-A 9.4624 E¡4 +2.0383 E¡3 3.1623 E¡4 +3.0083 E¡1
A-F 9.7001 E¡3 +9.9844 E¡1 7.4271 E¡3 +8.6567 E¡1
F-C 6.1687 E¡2 +8.8953 E¡1 1.2740 E¡1 +9.9952 E¡1
C-E 2.2854 E¡1 ¡3.3795 E¡1 6.4083 E¡1 ¡9.5902 E¡1
E-O 7.1779 E¡1 ¡1.4421 E¡0 3.1623 E¡0 ¡2.3121 E¡0
A-FC 6.7114 E¡3 +8.0882 E¡1
FC-E 6.2002 E¡1 ¡9.4785 E¡1
Fig. 5. Regression lines to the empirical di®erential oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD) plotted in
Fig.4, with regard to the regions (from the left to the right): A (dotted, positive slope, nA = 6), F(dotted,
negative slope, nF = 6), C (full, nC = 5), E (dashed, nE = 4). The more inclined dashed line in right panels
corresponds to the FC (nFC = 10) region, in alternative to F and C regions separately. Other captions as in
Fig.4. For further details refer to the text.
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dispersion estimators are listed in Table 4 for each
region of the EDODs plotted in Fig.4. The results
are consistent (within ¨¾) with their counterparts
determined using the other models mentioned above.
The selection of a special method is of little
relevance, due to the paucity of data within each re-
gion.
The regression lines are represented in Fig.5
for each region (from the left to the right): A (dotted,
positive slope), F(dotted, negative slope), C (full), E
(dashed), with regard to the EDOD plotted in Fig.4.
In absence of LTE approximation, the case
SH1 (right panels), a more inclined dashed line ¯ts to
the FC region, in alternative to F and C regions sep-
arately. To ensure continuity, the above mentioned
regions must be rede¯ned by the intersections of re-
gression lines which make the transition from a se-
lected region to the adjacent one. The results are
listed in Table 5 for the EDOD and related regres-
sion lines are plotted in Fig.5.
A vertical line instead of a regression line has
been considered for the O region, where no data ex-
ist.
In conclusion, the EDOD related to the inner
halo may be approximated to a satisfactory extent as
due to the contribution of four (A, F, C, E) or three
(A, FC, E) regions within which the trend is lin-
ear. An interpretations in terms of simple models of
chemical evolution is highly attractive, as the corre-
sponding TDOD shows, in fact, a linear trend (Pagel
1989, Rocha-Pinto and Maciel 1996, C00, C01, C07).
3. THE MODEL
In their original formulation, simple models
of chemical evolution are closed-box (CB) i.e. mass
conservation (gas + stars) holds (e.g. Searle and
Sargent 1972, Pagel and Patchett 1975). In later for-
mulation, a "reservoir" is added to the "box" where
mass conservation no longer occurs within the box
but still holds within the system box + reservoir. Ac-
cordingly, related models can be conceived as closed-
(box+reservoir) (CBR) models. The "reservoir" de-
¯ned in the current attempt is di®erent from its coun-
terpart conceived in models of cosmological cold gas
accretion (e.g. Bouch¶ e et al. 2010).
The gas within the box is "active" in the sense
that allows for star formation according to a speci-
¯ed birth-rate stellar function. The gas within the
reservoir is "inhibited" in the sense that no star for-
mation takes place. Gas may out°ow from the box
into the reservoir (H76) or in°ow into the box from
the reservoir (C07). The related TDOD is a straight
line under the restriction that the °owing gas has
equal oxygen abundance with respect to the pre ex-
isting gas. The related slope (to the knowledge of
the author) is negative in all cases studied in litera-
ture (e.g. Pagel 1989, Rocha-Pinto and Maciel 1996,
C00, C01, C07).
For this reason, the formulation of CBR mod-
els shall be extended to a TDOD with positive
slope, under the standard assumptions of CB mod-
els: (i) instantaneous recycling within the box, where
stars are divided into two categories, namely: (a)
short-lived, which instantaneously evolve, and (b)
long-lived, all of which are still evolving; (ii) in-
stantaneous mixing within the box, where the gas
returned from short-lived stars is instantaneously
mixed with the interstellar medium yielding uniform
composition; and the standard assumptions of CBR
models; (iii) mass conservation within the system
(box+reservoir); (iv) gas out°ow from the box into
the reservoir or in°ow into the box from the reservoir,
at a rate proportional to the star formation rate; (v)
inhibition of star formation within the reservoir; (vi)
gas out°ow or in°ow with ¯xed composition (in par-
ticular, equal) with respect to the pre existing gas.
In this picture, the oxygen (or any other pri-
mary element) mass fraction can be determined, ex-
tending the procedure followed for CB models (e.g.
Pagel and Patchett 1975, Wang and Silk 1993, C00)
to CBR models.
3.1. Basic theory
The change in oxygen (or any other primary
element) gas mass MgO is owing to four contribu-
tions:
dMgO
dt
=
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
sf
+
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
gr
+
+
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
sdu
+
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
sds
;(10)
related to subtraction via star formation (sf), sub-
traction via out°ow from the box into the reservoir
or addition via in°ow into the box from the reservoir
(gr), addition via unsynthesised gas from short-lived
stars (sdu), and addition via newly synthesised gas
from short-lived stars (sds), respectively. In this pic-
ture, at any step, dying (e.g. AGB) stars return part
of their material to the interstellar medium which, at
the next step, may undergo out°ow.
For simple CBR models, the following rela-
tions hold:
dMg
dt
= ¡®
dMS
dt
¡ ·®
dMS
dt
= ¡®(1 + ·)
dMS
dt
(11)
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
sf
+
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
gr
+
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
sdu
=
= ¡ZO®(1 + ³O·)
dMS
dt
; (12)
µ
dMgO
dt
¶
sds
= (1 ¡ Z)^ p®
dMS
dt
; (13)
where Mg is the mass in active gas, MS is the global
mass in gas which has been turned into stars, MgO
is the oxygen mass in active gas, ® is the fraction
in long-lived stars and stellar remnants within a star
generation (lock parameter), ³O is the oxygen abun-
dance ratio of °owing to pre existing gas (cut pa-
rameter), · is the ratio of °owing (out°ow from the
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box into the reservoir or in°ow into the box from the
reservoir) gas rate to locking (in the form of long-
lived stars and stellar remnants) gas rate (°ow pa-
rameter), ZO and Z are the oxygen and metal mass
abundance, respectively, within the active gas, and
^ p is the ratio of the oxygen mass newly synthesised
and returned to the interstellar medium for a metal-
free initial composition2, to the mass locked up in
long-lived stars and stellar remnants (yield parame-
ter). The lock parameter ®, the cut parameter ³O,
the °ow parameter ·, and the yield parameter ^ p, for
the sake of brevity, in the following will be quoted as
lock, cut, °ow, and yield, respectively.
The de¯nition of the oxygen mass abundance
ZO, fractional active gas mass ¹, and fractional star
mass s, read:
ZO =
MgO
Mg
; ¹ =
Mg
M0
; s = ®S =
®MS
M0
=
Ms
M0
;
(14)
where Ms = ®MS is the mass in long-lived stars and
stellar remnants, and M0 is the total mass within the
box at the starting con¯guration.
The substitution of Eqs.(11)-(13) into (10)
yields:
dMgO
dt
=
·
1 + ³O·
1 + ·
ZO ¡
1 ¡ Z
1 + ·
^ p
¸
dMg
dt
=
=
·
ZO +
(³O ¡ 1)·
1 + ·
ZO ¡
1 ¡ Z
1 + ·
^ p
¸
dMg
dt
; (15)
and the fractional oxygen gas mass, via Eq.(14)
reads:
MgO
M0
=
MgO
Mg
Mg
M0
= ZO¹ ; (16)
where, in addition:
d(ZO¹)
dt
= ZO
d¹
dt
+ ¹
dZO
dt
; (17)
on the other hand, in terms of fractional masses,
Eq.(15) may be cast into the equivalent form:
d(ZO¹)
dt
=
·
ZO +
(³O ¡ 1)·
1 + ·
ZO ¡
1 ¡ Z
1 + ·
^ p
¸
d¹
dt
;
(18)
and the combination of Eqs.(17) and (18) yields:
dZO
(1 ¡ Z) + (1 ¡ ³O)(·=^ p)ZO
= ¡^ p00 d¹
¹
; (19)
^ p00 =
^ p
1 + ·
; (20)
where ^ p00 is the e®ective yield parameter, hereafter
quoted as the e®ective yield (H76).
A linear dependence of metal abundance on
oxygen abundance:
Z = AOZO ; (21)
allows analytical integration and, in addition, implies
oxygen nucleosynthesis within the ¯rst generation of
stars, in agreement with current theories predicting
massive Pop III stars. For the protosolar nebula,
ZO ¼ 2:7ZC and Z ¡ ZO ¡ ZC ¼ 2ZC from recent
investigations (Asplund et al. 2009) where ZC is the
carbon abundance. Accordingly, AO = Z=ZO ¼ 2
and AO = 2 will be used in the following. An oppo-
site choice, AO = 0, is equivalent to Z << 1 i.e. ne-
glecting the metal abundance with respect to unity,
as usually done in dealing with simple models.
The combination of Eqs.(19) and (21) pro-
duces:
d(cÁ)
1 ¡ cÁ
= ¡c
^ p00
(ZO)¯
d¹
¹
; (22)
Á =
ZO
(ZO)¯
; c =
(ZO)¯
^ p
[AO^ p ¡ ·(1 ¡ ³O)]; (23)
and the solution of Eq.(22), after some algebra, is:
cÁ ¡ cÁi = [1 ¡ cÁi]
"
1 ¡
µ
¹
¹i
¶c^ p
00=(ZO)¯
#
; (24)
where the index i denotes the starting con¯guration
at the cosmic time, ti. Reversing the role of the vari-
ables, Eq.(24) reads:
¹
¹i
=
·
1 ¡ cÁ
1 ¡ cÁi
¸(ZO)¯=(c^ p
00)
; (25)
which is monotonic in cÁ.
Using the MacLaurin series expansion:
µ
¹
¹i
¶c^ p
00=(ZO)¯
= exp
·
c^ p00
(ZO)¯
ln
¹
¹i
¸
=
= 1 +
c^ p00
(ZO)¯
ln
¹
¹i
+ ::: ; (26)
under the further assumption that the terms of
higher order with respect to the second can be ne-
glected, Eq.(24) reduces to:
Á ¡ Ái = ¡(1 ¡ cÁi)
^ p00
(ZO)¯
ln
¹
¹i
; (27)
¯
¯ ¯
¯
c^ p00
(ZO)¯
ln
¹
¹i
¯
¯ ¯
¯ ·
¯
¯ ¯
¯
c^ p00
(ZO)¯
ln
¹f
¹i
¯
¯ ¯
¯ << 1 ; (28)
where the index f, denotes the ending con¯gura-
tion at the cosmic time tf, and ¹i < ¹ < ¹f or
¹i > ¹ > ¹f owing to Eq.(25) provided · 6= ¡1.
The special cases · = ¡1 and j·j >> 1, ·O = 0, are
analysed in Appendix A1 and A2, respectively.
2This detail is usually omitted in literature.
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If the product cÁi is negligible with respect to
unity, Eq.(27) reduces to:
Á ¡ Ái = ¡
^ p00
(ZO)¯
ln
¹
¹i
; (29)
jcÁij =
¯
¯ ¯
¯
(ZO)¯
^ p
Ái[AO^ p ¡ ·(1 ¡ ³O)]
¯
¯ ¯
¯ =
=
¯
¯ ¯
¯
Ái
Ámax ¡ Ái
·
AO^ p00 ¡
·(1 ¡ ³O)
1 + ·
¸¯
¯ ¯
¯ << 1 ; (30)
where Ámax = Ái + ^ p00=(ZO)¯ corresponds to the
maximum of the cumulative oxygen abundance dis-
tribution (e.g. Prantzos, 2010). The classical for-
mulation (H76) is formally coincident with Eq.(29)
in the special case of out°owing gas (· > 0) with
equal composition with respect to the pre existing
gas (³O = 1).
Oxygen abundances expressed by Eq.(27) or
(29) make a viable approximation with respect to the
general case Eq.(24) for values of the cut very close
to unity j³O ¡ 1j << 1. If otherwise, the related
inequalities Eqs.(28) and (30) must be veri¯ed.
It is worth emphasyzing that the inequality
Eq.(28) does not a®ect the instantaneous recycling
approximation but only the general formulation ex-
pressed by Eq.(24) provided the ZO-Z relation is lin-
ear, according to Eq.(21). In general, it is assumed
the instantaneou recycling approximation holds for
su±ciently high fractional active gas mass fraction,
¹
> » 0:1 (e.g. Prantzos 2007, Fig.12 therein) but the
threshold could be lowered using Eq.(24) instead of
Eq.(27). In fact, neglecting the terms of higher order
in the MacLaurin series Eq.(26), makes the oxygen
abundance ZO, increased with respect to the general
case Eq.(24).
In terms of fractional masses, Eq.(11) via
Eq.(14) may be cast into the equivalent form:
®(1 + ·)
dS
dt
= (1 + ·)
ds
dt
= ¡
d¹
dt
; (31)
which can be read in the following way: any mass
change in active gas is counterbalanced by a change
in long-lived stars and stellar remnants plus a change
in gas out°ow from the box into the reservoir (· > 0)
or a change in gas in°ow into the box from the reser-
voir (· < 0). More speci¯cally, a number of di®erent
°ow regimes may be distinguished as listed below.
² Out°ow regime (· > 0) where star for-
mation is inhibited (H76). For an exhaus-
tive description refer to earlier attempts (C00,
C01).
² Stagnation regime (· = 0) where star
formation is neither inhibited nor enhanced.
Accordingly, CBR models reduce to CB mod-
els. For an exhaustive description refer to ear-
lier attempts (Searle and Sargent 1972, Pagel
and Patchett 1975).
² Moderate in°ow regime (¡1 < · < 0)
where star formation is enhanced and active
gas mass fraction monotonically decreases in
time. For an exhaustive description refer to
an earlier attempt (C07).
² Steady in°ow regime (· = ¡1) where
star formation is enhanced and active gas mass
fraction remains unchanged.
² Strong in°ow regime (· < ¡1) where
star formation is enhanced and active gas mass
fraction monotonically increases in time.
The e®ective yield ^ p00, de¯ned by Eq.(20),
cannot exceed the real yield ^ p, both in the out-
°ow and in strong in°ow regime while the contrary
holds in a moderate in°ow regime and, a fortiori, in
the steady in°ow regime where a divergency occurs.
For this reason, the e®ective yield cannot be consid-
ered alone but together with the factor ln[¹=(¹)i].
More speci¯cally, the right-hand side of Eq.(29),
¡^ p00 ln[¹=(¹)i] = ¡^ pln[¹=(¹)i]=(1 + ·), is positive
in all regimes due to the trend exhibited by the ac-
tive gas mass fraction. In the steady in°ow regime,
the following relation necessarily holds:
lim
·!¡1
·
ln(¹=¹i)
ln(¹f=¹i)
¸
=
Á ¡ Ái
Áf ¡ Ái
=
t ¡ ti
tf ¡ ti
; (32)
in terms of the normalized oxygen abundance related
to a constant active gas mass fraction, or in terms of
the cosmic time. For a formal demonstration refer
to Appendix A1.
In any case, the mass conservation follows
from integration of Eq.(31) as:
¹ + s + D = ¹0 + s0 + D0 = ¹0 = 1 ; (33)
D = ®·S = ·s ; (34)
conformly to Eq.(14) where D is the gas mass frac-
tion which out°owed from the box into the reservoir
(· > 0) or in°owed into the box from the reservoir
(· < 0). An equivalent form of Eq.(33) reads:
¹ + s = 1 ¡ D ; (35)
where variables on the left and the right-hand side
member relate to the box and the reservoir, respec-
tively.
The birth-rate stellar function (number of
stars born per unit volume, mass, and time), needs to
be speci¯ed for determining the temporal behaviour
of gas and star fractional masses. Following an ear-
lier attempt (C00), the selected choice reads:
B(e m;e t) =
B
V
f(¹)©(e m) ; e m =
m
m¯
; e t =
t
Gyr
;
(36)
where B is a normalization constant, V the volume
of the box, ©(e m) the stellar initial mass function and
f(¹) an assigned function of the active gas mass frac-
tion which is a time-dependent term. The number of
stars born per unit volume within an in¯nitesimal di-
mensionless mass range e m¨ de m=2 and in¯nitesimal
dimensionless time range e t ¨ de t=2 is B(e m;e t)de mde t.
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The number of long-lived stars generated
(within the box) up to an assigned dimensionless cos-
mic time e t is:
N``(e t) =
Z e t
e ti
de t
Z e m``
e mmf
V B(e m;e t)de m =
= BF(e t)I0(5) ; (37a)
F(e t) =
Z e t
e ti
f(¹)de t; I0(5) =
Z e m``
e mmf
©(e m)de m; (37b)
where mmf is the lower stellar mass limit, and m``
the upper mass limit of long-lived stars related to the
assumption of instantaneous recycling.
The mass fraction in stars globally generated
(within the box) up to a dimensionless cosmic time
e t is:
S(e t) =
Z e t
e ti
de t
Z e mMf
e mmf
V m¯
M0
e mB(e m;e t)de m =
= CF(e t) ; (38a)
C =
Bm¯
M0
I(1) ; I(1) =
Z e mMf
e mmf
e m©(e m)de m ; (38b)
where mMf is the upper stellar mass limit.
The mass fraction in long-lived stars and in
gas out°owed from the box into the reservoir or in-
°owed into the box from the reservoir, at an assigned
dimensionless cosmic time e t are:
s(e t) = ®S(e t) = ®CF(e t) ; (39)
D(e t) = ®·S(e t) = ®·CF(e t) ; (40)
according to the de¯nition of lock and °ow, respec-
tively.
The star formation rate (within the box), lock
rate, and °ow rate at an assigned dimensionless cos-
mic time e t are:
dS
de t
= Cf(¹) ; (41)
ds
de t
= ®Cf(¹) ; (42)
dD
de t
= ®·Cf(¹) ; (43)
and the combination of Eqs.(31) and (41) yields:
®(1 + ·)Cf(¹) = ¡
d¹
de t
; (44)
which is equivalent to:
Z ¹
¹i
d¹
f(¹)
= ¡®(1 + ·)C(e t ¡ e ti) ; (45)
in the special case f(¹) = ¹, Eq.(45) can be inte-
grated as:
¹ = ¹i exp[¡®(1 + ·)C(e t ¡ e ti)] ; (46)
and the combination of Eqs.(20), (29), and (46)
yields a linear trend for the oxygen abundance:
Á ¡ Ái =
^ p®C
(ZO)¯
(e t ¡ e ti) ; (47)
regardless of the °ow ·.
In the more general case f(¹) = ¹º, Eq.(41)
reduces to a Schmidt (1959, 1963) star formation law.
Leaving aside the above discussed special case º = 1,
Eq.(45) can be integrated and, after some algebra,
the result is:
¹ = ¹i
·
1 ¡
1 ¡ º
¹
1¡º
i
®(1 + ·)C(e t ¡ e ti)
¸1=(1¡º)
; º 6= 1;
(48)
which, using the logarithm MacLaurin series ln(1 +
x) = x ¡ x2=2 + x3=3 ¡ :::, j x j< 1, and neglecting
the terms of higher order with respect to the ¯rst,
may be approximated as:
¹ = ¹i exp
£
¡¹
º¡1
i ®(1 + ·)C(e t ¡ e ti)
¤
; (49a)
¯ ¯(1 ¡ º)¹
º¡1
i ®(1 + ·)C(e t ¡ e ti)
¯ ¯ << 1 ; (49b)
in the limit, º ! 1, Eqs.(46) and (49a) coincide as
expected. The combination of Eqs.(20), (29), and
(49) yields:
Á ¡ Ái =
^ p®¹
º¡1
i C
(ZO)¯
(e t ¡ e ti) ; (50)
regardless of the °ow ·. Then, a Schmidt star forma-
tion law with exponent º ¼ 1 implies a linear depen-
dence of the oxygen (or any other primary element)
abundance on the cosmic time.
In general, simple CBR models are described
by Eqs.(29) and (45), the latter only for including
the temporal behaviour. It is worth noticing the star
formation history of galaxies (as indicated by hydro-
dynamical simulations) is insensitive to the assumed
star formation law (e.g. Katz et al. 1996, Schaye et
al. 2010, Dav¶ e et al. 2011).
3.2. Theoretical di®erential oxygen
abundance distribution (TDOD)
For a selected spectral class, the number of
long-lived stars generated (within the box) up to an
assigned dimensionless cosmic time, is:
N(e t) =
Z e t
e ti
de t
Z e m2
e m1
V B(e m;e t) = C12F(e t) ; (51a)
C12 = BI0(1;2) ; I0(1;2) =
Z e m2
e m1
©(e m)de m ; (51b)
where m1 and m2 are the lower and upper mass limit
of the spectral class.
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For simple CBR models, the oxygen abun-
dance is monotonically increasing in time owing to
the assumption of instantaneous recycling, which im-
plies the number of stars born up to the cosmic time
t coincides with the number of stars with normal-
ized oxygen abundance up to the related value Á(t),
or N(t) = N(Á). The same holds for the long-
lived star mass fraction (including stellar remnants)
s(t) = s(Á). By use of Eq.(14), the long-lived star
mass fraction and the number of long-lived stars N``
can be related as:
s ¡ si
sf ¡ si
=
mN`` ¡ m(N``)i
m(N``)f ¡ m(N``)i
; (52)
where m = Ms=N`` is the mean mass of long-lived
stars (including stellar remnants). Under the as-
sumption of a universal stellar initial mass function,
the fraction of long-lived stars belonging to a selected
spectral class with respect to the total, maintains un-
changed N``=N = const and Eq.(52) translates into
(Pagel and Patchett 1975):
s ¡ si
sf ¡ si
=
N ¡ Ni
Nf ¡ Ni
; (53)
in addition, the combination of Eqs.(33) and (34)
yields:
(1 + ·)s = 1 ¡ ¹ ; (54)
accordingly, Eq.(53) may be cast into the equivalent
form:
N ¡ Ni
Nf ¡ Ni
=
1 ¡ ¹=¹i
1 ¡ ¹f=¹i
; (55)
where the ratio ¹=¹i is expressed by Eq.(29) with re-
spect to the normalized oxygen abundance Á and by
Eqs.(46) and (48) with respect to the dimensionless
cosmic time e t in the last case restricting to a Schmidt
star formation law.
The derivation of Eqs.(53) and (55) with re-
spect to Á yields:
dN
(Nf ¡ Ni)dÁ
=
ds
(sf ¡ si)dÁ
=
¡d(¹=¹i)
(1 ¡ ¹f=¹i)dÁ
; (56)
which, using Eq.(25), takes the explicit form:
dN
(Nf ¡ Ni)dÁ
=
¹i
¹i ¡ ¹f
(ZO)¯
^ p00
1
1 ¡ cÁi
£
£
·
1 ¡ cÁ
1 ¡ cÁi
¸(ZO)¯=(c^ p
00)¡1
; (57)
where the decimal logarithm of the left-hand side is
de¯ned as the TDOD (Pagel 1989, C00, C01):
Ã(Á) = log
dN
(Nf ¡ Ni)dÁ
=
=
·
(ZO)¯
c^ p00 ¡ 1
¸
log(1 ¡ cÁ) + b ; (58)
b = log
·
¹i
¹i ¡ ¹f
(ZO)¯
^ p00
¸
¡
(ZO)¯
c^ p00 log(1 ¡ cÁi); (59)
which is represented as a curve on the (OÁÃ) plane.
The related intercept is Ã(0) = b.
In the linear approximation c ! 0 the series
development:
log(1 ¡ cÁ) =
1
ln10
·
¡cÁ +
(cÁ)2
2
¡
(cÁ)3
3
+ :::
¸
; (60)
can be truncated to the ¯rst term and Eqs.(58) and
(59) reduce to:
Ã(Á) = aÁ + b ; (61)
a = ¡
1
ln10
(ZO)¯
^ p00 ; (62)
b = log
·
¹i
¹i ¡ ¹f
(¡ln10)a
¸
¡ aÁi ; (63)
which is represented as a straight line on the (OÁÃ)
plane. The TDOD slope a, de¯ned by Eq.(62), de-
pends on the °ow regime discussed above. More
speci¯cally, a < 0 in both the out°ow regime and
moderate in°ow regime; a = 0 in the steady in-
°ow regime; a > 0 in the strong in°ow regime. The
TDOD intercept b, de¯ned by Eq.(63), must neces-
sarily ful¯ll the condition ¹f > 0 which implies the
inequality:
b > b(¹f = 0) = log(¡ln10a)¡aÁi ; a < 0 ; (64)
on the other hand, ¹f > 0 directly follows from
a ¸ 0. The above considerations can be extended
to the nonlinear case.
3.3. Fitting to empirical di®erential oxygen
abundance distribution (EDOD)
Both the EDOD and the TDOD can be repre-
sented in the (OÁÃ) plane, but the related normal-
izations are di®erent. More speci¯cally, the former
is normalized to the sample population N, according
to Eq.(8), while the latter is normalized to the com-
puted long-lived star population Nf ¡Ni, according
to Eq.(58). Then, the EDOD and the TDOD dif-
fer by a normalization constant logCN, which must
be taken into consideration in performing the ¯tting
procedure. In other words, the TDOD ÃT, has to
be vertically shifted in the (OÁÃ) plane by a value
logCN for matching to the EDOD ÃE. The shifted
TDOD intercept, via Eqs.(59) and (63), translates
into:
bN = b + logCN = log
·
CN¹i
¹i ¡ ¹f
(ZO)¯
^ p00
¸
¡
¡
(ZO)¯
c^ p00 log(1 ¡ cÁi) ; (65)
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in the general case, and:
bN = b + logCN =
= log
·
CN¹i
¹i ¡ ¹f
(ZO)¯
^ p00
¸
+
1
ln10
(ZO)¯
c^ p00 Ái ; (66)
in the linear case. The EDOD intercept bN can be
deduced from the ¯t to the data.
The particularization of Eq.(25) and (29) to
the ¯nal con¯guration reads:
¹f
¹i
=
·
1 ¡ cÁf
1 ¡ cÁi
¸(ZO)¯=(c^ p
00)
; (67)
in the general case, and:
¹f
¹i
= exp
·
¡
(ZO)¯
^ p00 (Áf ¡ Ái)
¸
; (68)
in the linear case.
The combination of Eqs.(65) and (67) yields:
CN = 10bN ^ p00
(ZO)¯
"
1 ¡
µ
1 ¡ cÁf
1 ¡ cÁi
¶(ZO)¯=(c^ p
00)#
£
£ (1 ¡ cÁi)(ZO)¯=(c^ p
00) ; (69)
in the linear case c ! 0 using a fundamental limit
yields:
lim
c!0
(1 ¡ cÁ)(ZO)¯=(c^ p
00) = exp
·
¡
(ZO)¯
^ p00 Á
¸
=
= exp10
·
¡
1
ln10
(ZO)¯
^ p00 Á
¸
: (70)
Accordingly, Eq.(69) after some algebra reduces to:
CN = ¡
1
ln10
1
a
exp10(aÁi+bN)f1¡exp10[a(Áf¡Ái)]g ;
(71)
where a is de¯ned by Eq.(62) and bN can be deter-
mined from the knowledge of the EDOD and related
regression line.
From this point on, attention shall be re-
stricted to the linear dependence, Eq.(61), for sim-
plicity. The general case, Eq.(58), will be considered
later.
3.4. Di®erent stages of evolution
The mere existence of a G-dwarf problem in
di®erent regions of the Galaxy (e.g. van den Bergh
1962, Schmidt 1963, H76, Prantzos 2003, Ferreras et
al. 2003) and perhaps in all galaxies (Worthey et al.
1996, Henry and Worthey 1999) implies the EDOD
cannot be ¯tted by a straight line as predicted by
simple CBR models, but by a continuous broken line
at most. To this aim, simple CBR models will be
extended by allowing di®erent °ow regimes during
di®erent stages of evolution, and de¯ned as simple
multistage closed-(box+reservoir) (MCBR) models.
Accordingly, the °ow · is di®erent in di®er-
ent stages while the equations of the model maintain
their formal expression where variables and parame-
ters are indexed by a letter U = I, II, III, ..., which
denotes the stage under consideration. The cut ³O
could also be di®erent in di®erent stages but it will
be kept equal to unity (i.e. °owing gas with same
oxygen abundance with respect to the pre existing
gas) to preserve the validity of the linear approxima-
tion. In general, the above restriction is viable for
out°owing gas while it fails if the in°owing gas has
di®erent oxygen abundance with respect to the pre
existing gas. Related e®ects will be discussed later.
With regard to the U-th stage, the TDOD,
de¯ned by Eq.(58), via Eq.(56) reads:
ÃU(ÁU) = log
dsU
[(sU)f ¡ (sU)i]dÁU
; (72)
where (sU)i and (sU)f are the fractional star mass
at the beginning and at the end of the U-th stage,
respectively. The combination of Eqs.(53), (57), and
(72), via Eqs.(61)-(63) yields:
ÃU(ÁU) = aUÁU + bU ; (73)
aU = ¡
1
ln10
(ZO)¯
^ p00
U
= ¡
1
ln10
(ZO)¯
^ pU
(1 + ·U) ; (74)
bU = log
·
(¹U)i
(¹U)i ¡ (¹U)f
(¡ln10)aU
¸
¡ aU(ÁU)i; (75)
which are valid in the linear approximation.
The particularization of Eq.(68) to the U-th
stage reads:
(ÁU)f ¡ (ÁU)i =
1
ln10
1
aU
ln
(¹U)f
(¹U)i
; (76)
and the shifted TDOD intercept, via Eq.(75) trans-
lates into:
(bU)N = bU + log(CU)N = log
(CU)N(¹U)i
(¹U)i ¡ (¹U)f
+
+ log
(ZO)¯
^ p00
U
+
1
ln10
(ZO)¯
^ p00
U
(ÁU)i ; (77)
and the combination of Eqs.(74), (76), and (77)
yields,
(CU)N = ¡
1
ln10
1
aU
exp10[aU(ÁU)i + (bU)N] £
£ f1 ¡ exp10faU[(ÁU)f ¡ (ÁU)i]gg; (78)
which may be determined from the knowledge of the
EDOD belonging to the U-th stage and related re-
gression line. In general, di®erent samples and/or
di®erent stages imply di®erent values of the normal-
ization constant that ensures continuity passing from
the end of an assigned stage to the beginning of the
next one.
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3.5. Application to a special stellar system
For selected [O/H]-[Fe/H] relations, the
EDOD related to the fs10 sample (taken as repre-
sentative of ther inner Galactic halo) can be divided
into four or three regions where the trend is linear to
a good extent, as shown in Figs.4 and 5. In the light
of the model, each region corresponds to a di®erent
regime of chemical evolution, which may be related
to a di®erent regime of dynamical evolution. Accord-
ing to standard cosmological scenarios, overdensities
decouple from the Hubble °ow, expand, collapse and
relax. The time scale of the process is proportional
to the overdensity mass, which implies low-mass sys-
tems (e.g. dwarf spheroidal galaxies) formed long
time ago while large-mass systems (e.g. cluster of
galaxies) are still forming.
In any case, the system as a whole is poorly
virialized in early times, when a high in°ow of cos-
mological gas is expected (assembling stage). The
inner and denser regions ¯rst virialize and a consid-
erable gas °ow is expected from more extended (e.g.
proto-halo and proto-thick disk) to less extended
(e.g. proto-bulge and proto-thin disk) subsystems
(formation stage). The relaxed region grows in mass
and size yielding a nearly virialized state where addi-
tional gas out°ow via energy dissipation is expected
from more extended to less extended subsystems
(contraction phase). The system approaches a dy-
namical equilibrium con¯guration characterized by
a considerable star mass fraction, where further gas
out°ow via energy dissipation is still expected from
more extended to less extended subsystems (equilib-
rium stage). A major merger makes the system again
poorly virialized (e.g. re-extending a bulge and/or
re-thickening a thin disk) and the above mentioned
process has to be repeated leaving aside the assem-
bling stage. Di®erent scenarios will be discussed in
the next subsection.
Within the model, the gas and star mass frac-
tion are left unchanged passing from a selected stage
to the next one, which implies the validity of the
following relations:
(XU)f = (XV)i ; (XA)i = Xi ; (XE)f = Xf ;(79a)
X = ¹;s;D ; U = A;F;C ; V = F;C;E ; (79b)
where Xi, Xf, are related to the whole evolution
regardless of the stages. Accordingly, the mass con-
servation during the U-th stage may be expressed
as:
¹U + (1 + ·U)sU = ¹U + sU + DU =
= (¹U)i + (sU)i + (DU)i ; (80)
where the initial values are known via Eq.(79). The
cut (³O)U has also been kept equal to unity to pre-
serve the linear approximation.
The regression line in an assigned region of the
EDOD is de¯ned by the slope aU and the intercept
bU and the intersections between regression lines re-
lated to adjacent regions mark initial and ¯nal values
of normalized oxygen abundance (ÁU)i and (ÁU)f.
The normalization constant (CU)N is determined via
Eq.(78). The ¯nal value of the active gas mass frac-
tion (¹U)f follows from Eq.(76).
The yield ^ p and the lock ® depend on the
birth-rate stellar function. For a power-law stellar
initial mass function, the EDOD in di®erent Galac-
tic environments is reproduced to a good extent from
simple CBR models with the following output pa-
rameters (CM09):
^ p
(ZO)¯
= 1:0340 ; (81a)
®2:9 = 0:66604 ; ®2:35 = 0:85360 ; (81b)
(e mmf)2:9 = 0:44449 ; (e mmf)2:35 = 0:015436 ; (81c)
for an assumed solar oxygen abundance (ZO)¯ =
0:0056 where the indices relate to power-law expo-
nents equal to 2.9 and 2.35, respectively. For further
details refer to earlier attempts (C01, C07).
The °ow ·U is deduced from Eq.(74). The
¯nal star mass fraction (sU)f and out°owed or in-
°owed gas mass fraction (DU)f are determined from
Eq.(80) particularized to the end of the U-th stage.
In the light of the model, the initial star mass
fraction si results from the fractional mass in stars
(including stellar remnants) with normalized oxygen
abundance, Á < Ái. The above value, though still un-
certain at present, may be understimated to a good
extent as si = 0. In addition, Di = 0 without loss of
generality, which implies ¹i = 1.
The fractional mass of the box (with respect to
the initial value) attains the maximum value at the
end of A stage, where gas in°ows into the box from
the reservoir. The related value is (¹A)f + (sA)f.
The fractional mass in stars at the end of evolution,
which coincides with the end of the E stage, is (sE)f.
Accordingly, the mass ratio of the box at the end of
evolution to the out°owed gas reads:
Mbox
Mo°
=
(¹E)f + (sE)f
(¹A)f + (sA)f ¡ (¹E)f ¡ (sE)f
; (82)
provided the earlier stage A is in the in°ow regime
and the subsequent stages F, C, (or FC), E, are in
the out°ow regime, as it is the case for the EDOD
and related TDOD under consideration.
With the above values of input parameters,
the °ow, the active gas mass fraction, the star mass
fraction and the out°owed or in°owed gas mass frac-
tion, at the end of each stage of evolution, can be
computed. The results are listed in Table 6 for the
EDOD related to the fs10 sample for [O/H]-[Fe/H]
empirical relations deduced from the RB09 sample
(top panel) and Fal09 sample, case SH1 (middle and
bottom panel), see Fig.4.
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Table 6. Input parameters (deduced from the regression lines) (ÁU)i, aU, bU, and output parameters ·U,
(¹U)f, (sU)f, (DU)f, for simple MCBR models ¯tting to the EDOD related to the fs10 sample, for [O/H]-
[Fe/H] empirical relations deduced from the RB09 sample (top panel) and Fal09 sample, case SH1 (middle
and bottom panel). Four (A, F, C, E; top and middle panels) or three (A, FC, E; bottom panel) stages of
evolution are considered, according to the linear trends exhibited by the EDOD (Fig.4). Stages O before A
and after E are not considered as no sample object lies within the corresponding metallicity range. Other
input parameters are (ZO)¯ = 0:0056, ^ p=(ZO)¯ = 1:0340, ¹i = (¹O)f = 1, si = (sO)f = 0, Di = (DO)f = 0,
where the index O denotes the oxygen with regard to the solar abundance and stage O of evolution otherwise.
The slope related to the stagnation regime is aU(· = 0) = ¡(1=ln10)[^ p=(ZO)¯] = ¡0:449075. For further
details refer to the text.
U (ÁU)i aU bU ·U (¹U)f (sU)f (DU)f
A 9.4624E¡4 +1.1382E+2 ¡1.0567E¡1 ¡2.7201E+2 9.9175E¡0 3.2905E¡2 ¡8.9504E¡0
F 9.7001E¡3 ¡2.0950E+0 +1.0188E¡0 +3.9881E+0 7.7178E¡0 4.7391E¡1 ¡7.1917E¡0
C 6.1687E¡2 ¡7.3565E+0 +1.3433E¡0 +1.6515E+1 4.5710E¡1 8.8844E¡1 ¡3.4554E¡1
E 2.2854E¡1 ¡2.2569E+0 +1.7784E¡1 +4.3735E+0 3.5961E¡2 9.6681E¡1 ¡2.7737E¡3
O 7.1779E¡1
A 3.1623E¡4 +7.9432E+1 +2.7571E¡1 ¡1.9012E+2 3.6714E¡0 1.4125E¡2 ¡2.6855E¡0
F 7.4271E¡3 ¡3.8855E+0 +8.9453E¡1 +8.2913E+0 1.2551E¡0 2.7531E¡1 ¡5.3043E¡1
C 1.2740E¡1 ¡2.6460E+0 +7.3661E¡1 +5.3000E+0 5.4973E¡2 4.6581E¡1 +4.7922E¡1
E 6.4083E¡1 ¡5.3661E¡1 ¡6.1514E¡1 +2.7764E¡1 2.4384E¡3 5.0693E¡1 +4.9063E¡1
O 3.1623E¡0
A 3.1623E¡4 +7.9432E+1 +2.7571E¡1 ¡1.9012E+2 3.2209E¡0 1.1743E¡2 ¡2.2327E¡0
FC 6.7114E¡3 ¡2.8643E+0 +8.2804E¡1 +5.8196E+0 5.6405E¡2 4.7577E¡1 +4.6782E¡1
E 6.2002E¡1 ¡5.3661E¡1 ¡6.1514E¡1 +2.7764E¡1 2.4384E¡3 5.1801E¡1 +4.7955E¡1
O 3.1623E¡0
With regard to the bottom panel, stages F and
C are merged into a single one, FC.
In the former case (top panel), where the em-
pirical [O/H]-[Fe/H] relation has been determined
using the LTE approximation (RB09), the mass of
the box is increased by a factor of about 10 at the
end of the A stage, and is reduced to about the ini-
tial value at the end of the E stage. The mass ratio
Mbox=Mo° equals to about 0.11 via Eq.(82).
In the latter case (middle and bottom panel),
where the empirical [O/H]-[Fe/H] relation has been
determined relaxing the LTE approximation (Fal09),
the mass of the box is increased by a factor of about
3-4 at the end of the A stage and is reduced to about
one half the initial value at the end of the E stage.
The mass ratio Mbox=Mo° equals to about 0.16-0.19
via Eq.(82).
In any case, the initial mass of the box at the
beginning of the A stage (proto-inner halo) is com-
parable to the mass of the box at the end of the E
stage (present inner halo).
3.6. Departure from linear approximation
As outlined in Subsection3.1, the validity of
the linear approximation implies values of the cut
very close to unity i.e. nearly equal oxygen abun-
dance within the °owing and pre existing gas. The
above restriction is less plausible for the gas in°owing
from intergalactic medium where metal abundance
(at any epoch) is expected to be lower than galax-
ies. On the other hand, it is viable for gas out°owing
to interstellar medium where metal abundance is ex-
pected to maintain the same or be slightly increased
with respect to pre existing gas. An inspection of
Fig.5 shows a large gas in°ow during the A stage
and consistent or a moderate gas out°ow during the
F, C, (or FC) and E stage. Accordingly, the strongest
violation to the linear approximation is expected to
occur at the beginning of evolution and attention
shall be focused on the A stage.
In dealing with the general case, nonlinear in-
terpolation to the data shall not be exploited to save
space and avoid cumbersome formulation. A viable
alternative consists in considering a family of TDOD
curves, Eq.(58), including the regression line and
passing through the zero point (0;bN) and the end-
ing point (Áf;Ãf) within the domain Ái · Á · Áf
where Ãf = Ã(Áf) = aÁf + bN. Then, the value of
the °ow · may be calculated for an assigned cut ³O
and the TDOD may be determined using Eqs.(25),
(58), (59) and (69).
With regard to RB09 sample restricted to the
A stage, the TDOD for ³O = 0:0;0:1;:::;1:2; is plot-
ted in Fig.6 and compared to the related EDOD.
In particular, ³O = 0 corresponds to a primordial
(metal free) composition. Some parameters are listed
in Table 7.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the empirical (EDOD), deduced from the FB09 sample restricted to the A
stage, and theoretical (TDOD) di®erential oxygen abundance distribution de¯ned by the family of curves
including the regression line and passing through the zero point (0;bN) and the ending point (Áf;Ãf) where
Ãf = aÁf + bN. Curves correspond (from bottom to top) to cut values ³O = 0:0;0:1;:::;1:2. In general, for
varying cut (³O)min · ³O · (³O)max, the TDOD lies within the region bounded by the curves ³O = (³O)min
and ³O = (³O)max.
Table 7. Values of the cut ³O, the °ow ·, the fractional °ow ·=·1, ·1 = ·(³O = 1), the fractional mass
¹f=¹i, the parameter c, and the normalization constant CN for the family of theoretical di®erential oxygen
abundance distributions plotted in Fig.6 with regard to FB09 sample restricted to the A stage. For further
details refer to the text.
³O ¡· ·=·1 ¹f=¹i c CN
0.0 7.6841E+1 2.8286E¡1 3.2897E+0 +7.4419E+1 2.6271E¡2
0.1 8.3187E+1 3.0582E¡1 3.4991E+0 +7.2416E+1 2.6649E¡2
0.2 9.0496E+1 3.3269E¡1 3.7461E+0 +7.0025E+1 2.7076E¡2
0.3 9.9154E+1 3.6452E¡1 4.0409E+0 +6.7134E+1 2.7559E¡2
0.4 1.0955E+2 4.0276E¡1 4.3976E+0 +6.3580E+1 2.8112E¡2
0.5 1.2226E+2 4.4946E¡1 4.8360E+0 +5.9129E+1 2.8749E¡2
0.6 1.3809E+2 5.0765E¡1 5.3843E+0 +5.3427E+1 2.9491E¡2
0.7 1.5827E+2 5.8185E¡1 6.0842E+0 +4.5929E+1 3.0263E¡2
0.8 1.8476E+2 6.7923E¡1 6.9985E+0 +3.5747E+1 3.1402E¡2
0.9 2.2078E+2 8.1166E¡1 8.2747E+0 +2.1363E+1 3.2655E¡2
1.0 2.7201E+2 1 9.9189E+0 +1.1200E¡2 3.4190E¡2
1.1 3.4924E+2 1.2839E+0 1.2332E+1 ¡3.3763E+1 3.6101E¡2
1.2 4.7508E+2 1.7465E+0 1.5860E+1 ¡9.1877E+1 3.8520E¡2
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An inspection of Fig.6 shows that in all cases,
including both the lower and higher in°owing gas
oxygen abundance with respect to the pre existing
gas, ¯t to the data. More speci¯cally, lower °ows
·, implying lower fractional mass ratios ¹f=¹i, are
needed for lower cuts ³O, and vice versa, as shown in
Table 7. In particular, the TDOD ¯ts to the EDOD
for cuts within the range 0 · ³O · 1:2, correspond-
ing to °ows ¡76:941 ¸ · ¸ ¡475:08, and fractional
mass ratios 3:2897 · ¹f=¹i · 15:8596. It can also
be seen that the normalization constant CN is only
slightly changed by a few percent with respect to the
linear approximation ³O = 1.
In the general case of a varying oxygen abun-
dance within the °owing gas i.e. varying cut
(³O)min · ³O · (³O)max, the TDOD belonging
to the family of curves passing through the zero
point (0;bN) and the ending point (Áf;Ãf) inter-
sects all curves characterized by constant ³O in the
range under consideration, lying within the region
bounded by the curves where ³O = (³O)min and
³O = (³O)max. As shown in Fig.6, the TDOD ¯ts
to the EDOD even if the cut ³O varies within the
range 0 · (³O)min · ³O · (³O)max · 1:2.
Table 8. Values of active gas, long-lived stars and
°owing gas mass fractions at the end of each stage
for the extreme situations of in°owing gas with equal
(³O = 1, upper lines) and null (³O = 0, lower lines)
oxygen abundance with respect to the pre existing
gas, in connection with RB09 (top) and Fal09 (mid-
dle, 4 stages; bottom, 3 stages) samples.
U (¹U)f (sU)f (DU)f
A 9.9189E¡0 3.2910E¡2 ¡8.5518E¡0
3.2897E¡0 3.0151E¡2 ¡2.3199E¡0
F 7.7188E¡0 4.7398E¡1 ¡7.1928E¡0
2.5600E¡0 1.7644E¡1 ¡1.7365E¡0
C 4.5716E¡1 8.8856E¡1 ¡3.4579E¡1
1.5162E¡1 3.1394E¡1 +5.3444E¡1
E 3.5966E¡2 9.6695E¡1 ¡2.9114E¡3
1.1929E¡2 3.3994E¡1 +6.4814E¡1
A 3.6711E¡0 1.4125E¡2 ¡2.6853E¡0
1.9216E¡0 1.3558E¡2 ¡9.3520E¡1
F 1.2550E¡0 2.7529E¡1 ¡5.3031E¡1
6.5694E¡1 1.5026E¡1 +1.9280E¡1
C 5.4969E¡2 4.6577E¡1 +4.7926E¡1
2.5773E¡2 3.5000E¡1 +7.2125E¡1
E 2.4383E¡3 5.0689E¡1 +4.9067E¡1
1.2763E¡3 2.7149E¡1 +7.2723E¡1
A 3.2207E¡0 1.1743E¡2 ¡2.2325E¡0
1.7998E¡0 1.1422E¡2 ¡8.1127E¡1
FC 5.6401E¡2 4.7574E¡1 +4.6786E¡1
3.1519E¡2 2.7072E¡1 +6.9776E¡1
E 2.4383E¡3 5.1798E¡1 +4.7958E¡1
1.3626E¡3 2.9432E¡1 +7.0431E¡1
Values of active gas, long-lived star and °ow-
ing gas mass fractions at the end of each stage are
listed in Table 8 for the extreme situations of in-
°owing gas with equal (³O = 1, upper lines) and
null (³O = 0, lower lines) oxygen abundance with
respect to the pre existing gas during the A stage.
The former case corresponds to the linear approx-
imation (c << 1) yielding results slightly di®erent
(as expected) from their counterparts listed on Ta-
ble 6 where a linear dependence is assumed explicitly
(c = 0). Values of the remaining parameters can be
read in Tables 6 (initial and ¯nal normalized oxygen
abundance, regression line slope and intercept) and
7 (°ow). An inspection of Table 8 discloses that both
the active gas and long-lived star mass fraction are
lowered by a factor of about 2-3, passing from the
unit cut ³O = 1 to the null cut ³O = 0 and the out-
°owing gas mass fraction at the end of evolution is
enhanced.
3.7. Discussion
Though TDODs calculated using simple
MCBR models of chemical evolution ¯t to EDODs
with di®erent linear trends in di®erent regions, as
shown in Fig.5, the application to the inner Galactic
halo still remains speculative in absence of further
improvement. The main reasons are outlined below.
According to the results listed in Table 6 and
plotted in Fig.5, the EDOD deduced for the inner
halo exhibits a positive slope (implying gas in°ow)
at the initial stage A and negative slope (implying
gas out°ow) at the subsequent stages F, C (or FC),
E, within the errors (¨¾a). Though a similar trend
has been inferred for globular clusters (C07), bulge
(C07), and disk (Caimmi 2008) data, the inner halo
EDOD should be redetermined using a homogeneous,
unbiased and well populated sample. Direct oxy-
gen abundance determinations (Ramirez et al. 2007)
where di®erent methods yield consistent results or,
at least, a [O/H]-[Fe/H] relation which attains gen-
eral consensus, would also be e®ective for improving
the results.
Though the assumption of null star mass frac-
tion holds to a good extent for the starting con¯g-
uration, the presence of stars with lower metallicity
with respect to sample objects, [Fe/H] < ¡4:2, has
still to be considered. This extremely low metallicity
has currently been detected in about a dozen of stars
down to [Fe/H] ¼ ¡5:4 (e.g. Beers and Christlieb
2005). Basing on theoretical arguments, a lower limit
oxygen abundance in Pop II stars has been deter-
mined as [O/H] = ¡3:05 ¨ 0:20 (Bromm and Loeb
2003) where the earlier nucleosynthesis comes from
more massive Pop III stars.
If the transition from the latter to the former
population was not instantaneous, and coeval Pop III
and Pop II stars were generated (Smith et al. 2009),
then the stellar initial mass function can no longer
be considered as universal in time for Pop II stars.
Accordingly, model evolution must be started after
the last Pop III star has undergone supernova explo-
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sion, which has been assumed to take place when the
metal abundance is [Fe/H] = ¡4:2. In absence (to
the knowledge of the author) of a reliable estimate of
the mass fraction in stars and stellar remnants with
initial metal abundance, [Fe/H] < ¡4:2, a null value
has been assigned.
In the light of accretion scenarios of galaxy
formation, the (initially) in°owing gas can be pri-
mordial (metal free) for low-mass overdensities which
form earlier, and metal enriched for high-mass over-
densities which form later.
According to the classical hot-mode, the bary-
onic Hubble °ow falls into a dark matter potential
well, radially and isotropically to an acceptable ex-
tent, and is shock-heated until it attains quasi hy-
drostatic equilibrium. Energy dissipation in the in-
ner and denser regions makes the gas collapse to a
centrifugally supported disk where a star formation
occurs (e.g. Rees and Ostriker 1977, White and Rees
1978, White and Frenk 1991).
According to the cold-mode, the baryonic
Hubble °ow is substructured into ¯laments and gas
accretion occurs via cold streams where a substantial
gas mass fraction never attains hydrostatic equilib-
rium (e.g. Keres et al. 2005, Dekel et al. 2009, van
de Voort et al. 2011, Davµ e et al. 2011).
The hot-mode dominates at low redshifts (0 ·
z
< » 3) in groups and cluster environments, while the
cold mode dominates at high redshifts (z
> » 3) and
in low-density environments today. Related mass
ranges are Mgal
> » M¤
gal and Mgal
< » M¤
gal, respec-
tively, for baryons, and Mh
> » M¤
h and Mh
< » M¤
h,
respectively, for the dark matter where M¤
gal ¼
21010m¯ and M¤
h ¼ 2:51011m¯ (Keres et al. 2005).
In the light of merger scenarios of galaxy for-
mation, the in°owing gas is necessarily related to
wet mergers, where the metal abundance is deter-
mined by the past history of the accreted system.
Wet mergers dominate below a stellar mass thresh-
old, M¤
< » M¤T ¼ 31010m¯, dry mergers domi-
nate above, M¤
> » M¤T, major dry mergers domi-
nate above a stellar mass threshold, M¤
> » M¤M ¼
21011m¯ (Bernardi et al. 2011), and galaxies form
inside a hierarchically growing system of dark mat-
ter haloes (Cole et al. 2000, De Lucia et al. 2006,
Shankar et al. 2011).
The above mentioned scenarios of the galaxy
formation also indicate a need for strong out°ow
from the system. These out°ows are likely to escape
galactic potential in low-mass haloes (e.g. Dekel and
Silk 1986) while, in more massive objects, most of the
ejected material is able to °ow back to form stars in
galaxies (e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2010, Lehner and
Howk 2011). Accordingly, the initial mass of the
proto-Galaxy plays a crucial role in the evolution. If
the proto-halo and the proto-bulge had a common
origin regardless of the scenario of the galaxy for-
mation, it is conceivable that halo stars formed ¯rst
when the gas component was largely unrelaxed, and
bulge stars formed soon after when the gas compo-
nent was nearly relaxed (e.g. Minniti 1996).
In this view, gas rapidly settles from a larger
volume (halo) to a smaller volume (bulge) or, in other
words, out°ows from a spherical homeoid bounded
by halo and bulge surface to the inner sphere ¯lled
by the bulge. On the other hand, the gas lost from
halo planetary nebulae may be dispersed outside to
enrich the intergalactic medium. According to recent
investigations, the Galactic bulge is made of an in-
ner component which exhibits a bar-like kinematics
and metal-rich population, and an outer component
which exhibits a spheroid kinematics and a metal-
poor population (Babusiaux et al. 2010). If the in-
ner halo and the outer bulge had a common origin,
in the sense speci¯ed above, then a similar speci¯c
angular momentum distribution would be expected
for the inner halo and the outer bulge.
In this view, the mass ratio of the box at the
end of evolution to the gas out°owed from the box
into the reservoir during the evolution, Mbox=Mo°,
expressed by Eq.(82), should reproduce the mass ra-
tio of (inner) halo to (outer) bulge, as:
(MH)inn
(MB)out
=
(MH)inn=MH
(MB)out=MB
MH
MB
; (83)
which is equivalent to:
(MH)inn
MH
=
(MH)inn=(MB)out
MH=MB
(MB)out
MB
; (84)
where the indices, "inn" and "out", denote the in-
ner and outer component, respectively, H the halo,
and B the bulge. The inner halo to the outer bulge
mass ratio, deduced from the results listed in Table
8, is (MH)inn=(MB)out = (sE)f=(¹A)f ¼ 0:10-0.16.
The halo to bulge mass ratio is currently estimated
as MH=MB ¼ 0:05-0.10. Then, simple MCBR mod-
els considered here yield, in the case under discus-
sion, an inner halo fractional mass (normalized to
the halo) which is comparable to, or exceeding by
a factor up to about 3, the outer bulge fractional
mass (normalized to the bulge). On the other hand,
quantitative results cannot be expected for the above
mentioned reasons. In conclusion, the (inner) halo to
(outer) bulge mass ratio appears to be an additional
output parameter provided by simple MCBR mod-
els of chemical evolution, with regard to the inner
Galactic halo.
According to recent results (Jofr¶ e and Weiss
2011), the inner Galactic halo dominant population
is coeval, implying a rapid collapse of and rapid star
formation within the proto-halo. In addition, in situ
star formation likely represents the solution to the
long-standing failure of pure accretion-based models
to reproduce the observed properties of stellar haloes
around disk galaxies (Font et al. 2011). The pres-
ence of bluer i.e. younger population results from ac-
cretion of smaller subunits (mainly dwarf spheroidal
galaxies) after the formation of the inner halo. In
fact, globular clusters belonging to the inner and
outer halo are usually classi¯ed as "old halo" and
"young halo", respectively (e.g. Mackey and van
den Bergh 2005), where old halo globular clusters
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are coeval to old halo ¯eld stars (Jofr¶ e and Weiss
2011). A (inner) halo - (metal-poor) bulge collapse
can be inferred by comparison of related speci¯c an-
gular momentum distributions (Wise and Gilmore
1992), which implies the bulge formation is subse-
quent to inner halo formation, and then the (metal-
poor) bulge may be considered as a reservoir for the
out°owing gas, in the sense speci¯ed by the model.
4. CONCLUSION
Under the assumption that two samples of
halo stars, RN91 and HV, are equally representa-
tive of the inner Galactic halo within the metallic-
ity range ¡3:0 · [Fe/H] · ¡2:8 a ¯ctitious sample
fs10 has been built up and taken as representative of
the inner Galactic halo within the metallicity range
¡4:2 · [Fe/H] · +0:2. The related di®erential em-
pirical oxygen abundance distribution (EDOD) has
been established using di®erent [O/H]-[Fe/H] empir-
ical relations deduced from di®erent samples (RB09,
Fal09, Sal09) where di®erent methods have been ex-
ploited for determining the oxygen abundance.
More precisely, the EDOD has been deduced
from the fs10 sample by use of two alternative [O/H]-
[Fe/H] empirical relations: one, determined from the
RB09 sample in presence of local thermodynamical
equilibrium (LTE) approximation (RB09), and the
other, determined from the Fal09 sample in absence
of LTE approximation with due account taken of the
inelastic collisions via neutral H atoms SH1 (Fal09,
SH = 1) as shown in Fig.3.
A linear trend has been exhibited by related
EDODs within three or four regions, as shown in
Fig.4, and the slope and intercept estimators of cor-
responding regression lines have been determined to-
gether with their dispersions, using di®erent interpo-
lation methods as shown in Table 2 with regard to
bisector regression. It has been pointed out that the
earlier trend, characterized by a positive slope, is a
signature of a G-dwarf problem.
The main uncertainties on the EDOD have
been recognized as related to: (1) biases on the
RN91 and HV samples due to selection e®ects to-
wards su±ciently low ([Fe/H] < ¡4:2) and su±-
ciently high ([Fe/H] > ¡2:8) metal abundance (HV)
and disk contamination for [Fe/H] > ¡2:0 (RN91;
HV), and (2) lack of clear indications on a recom-
mended method for determining oxygen abundance,
as shown in Table 1 and in Fig.1 for 11 stars in com-
mon among the RB09 and the Fal09 sample.
Fitting a theoretical di®erential oxygen abun-
dance distribution (TDOD) to the EDOD discussed
above has needed an extension of simple closed-
box (CB) models of chemical evolution on two re-
spects. First, the system has been conceived as
made of a box and a reservoir, where the follow-
ing processes have been allowed: the gas out°ow
from the box into the reservoir (H76), moderate
gas in°ow (C07), steady and strong gas in°ow (cur-
rent paper) into the box from the reservoir. Simple
closed-(box+reservoir) (CBR) models have exhibited
mass conservation within the system (box+reservoir)
while it has been violated within a single subsystem
(box or reservoir). Second, the history of the sys-
tem has been conceived as a succession of a di®er-
ent stages characterized by di®erent out°ow or in°ow
rate.
In the special case of °owing gas with equal
oxygen abundance with respect to the pre ex-
isting gas, ³O = 1, simple multistage closed-
(box+reservoir) (MCBR) models have been found to
yield TDODs in the form of continuous broken lines,
which can ¯t to related EDODs. In the general case
³O 6= 1 the segments of the broken line are expected
to be slightly curved downwards or upwards depend-
ing whether 0 · ³O < 1 or ³O > 1, respectively, as
depicted in Fig.6 for the earlier stage A.
An application of MCBR models to a spe-
cial stellar system resembling the inner Galactic halo
has been made with ¯ducial values of input parame-
ters which cannot be deduced from the EDOD. The
metal abundance at the beginning and at the end
of each stage, have been inferred from the intersec-
tion of regression lines ¯tting to adjacent regions of
the EDOD, as shown in Fig.5. The mass ratio of the
box at the end of evolution to the gas out°owed from
the box into the reservoir through the evolution, has
been determined via Eq.(82) as Mbox=Mo° ¼ 0:11
for a [O/H]-[Fe/H] empirical relation deduced from
the RB09 sample in presence of LTE approximation
(RB09), and Mbox=Mo° ¼ 0:16-0.19 for a [O/H]-
[Fe/H] empirical relation deduced from the Fal09
sample in absence of LTE approximation with due
account taken of the inelastic collisions via neutral
H atoms, SH1 (Fal09, SH = 1), with regard to four
and three stages of evolution, respectively.
For current estimates of the halo-to-bulge
mass ratio Mhalo=Mbulge ¼ 0:05-0.10 the inner halo
fractional mass (normalized to the halo) has been
found to be comparable with, or exceeding by a fac-
tor up to 3, the metal-poor bulge fractional mass
(normalized to the bulge). On the other hand, it has
been considered that quantitative predictions cannot
be made for the Galaxy unless complete and unbi-
ased samples of the inner Galactic halo are avail-
able, and discrepancies among [O/H]-[Fe/H] empiri-
cal relations related to di®erent samples and di®erent
methods are removed.
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APPENDIX
A1 Steady in°ow regime
The special case of steady in°ow regime may
be of particular relevance, as star-forming galaxies in
hydrodynamic simulations are usually seen to lie near
a steady state where gas subtracted by star forma-
tion is balanced by in°owing gas (e.g. Finlator and
Dav¶ e 2008, Dutton et al. 2010, Dav¶ e et al. 2011b).
For this reason, further attention shall be deserved
to steady in°ow regime, where · = ¡1.
The gas mass within the box maintains con-
stant, dMg=dt = 0, and the substitution of
Eqs.(11)-(13) into (10) yields:
dMgO
dt
= [¡ZO®(1 ¡ ³O) + (1 ¡ Z)^ p®]
dMS
dt
; (85)
dividing by the initial mass M0 and using Eqs.(14),
(16), Eq.(85) reads:
¹i
dZO
dt
= [¡ZO(1 ¡ ³O) + (1 ¡ Z)^ p]
ds
dt
; (86)
where ¹ = const = ¹i. The elimination of the tem-
poral dependence yields:
dZO
(1 ¡ Z) ¡ ZO^ p¡1(1 ¡ ³O)
=
^ pds
¹i
; (87)
and the comparison with the general case, Eqs.(19)-
(20), shows the following:
lim
·!¡1
µ
¡
1
1 + ·
d¹
¹
¶
=
ds
¹i
; (88)
or:
lim
·!¡1
µ
¡
^ p00 d¹
¹
¶
=
^ pds
¹i
; (89)
in integral form:
lim
·!¡1
µ
¡^ p00 ln
¹
¹i
¶
=
^ p
¹i
(s ¡ si) ; (90)
where ¹ ! ¹i as · ! ¡1. The approximation Z =
AOZO, Eq.(21) by use of Eq.(23) makes Eq.(87) re-
duce to:
dÁ
1 ¡ cÁ
=
^ p
(ZO)¯
ds
¹i
; (91a)
Á =
ZO
(ZO)¯
; c =
(ZO)¯
^ p
[AO^ p + 1 ¡ ³O] ; (91b)
which can be integrated. After some algebra, the
result is:
cÁ ¡ cÁi = [1 ¡ cÁi]
½
1 ¡ exp
·
¡
c^ p
(ZO)¯
s ¡ si
¹i
¸¾
;
(92)
where the index i denotes the starting con¯guration
at the cosmic time ti.
Reversing the role of the variables, Eq.(92)
reads:
s ¡ si = ¡
(ZO)¯¹i
c^ p
ln
1 ¡ cÁ
1 ¡ cÁi
; (93)
which is monotonic in cÁ within the domain 0 · cÁ ·
1.
Using the MacLaurin series expansion:
exp
·
¡
c^ p
(ZO)¯
s ¡ si
¹i
¸
= 1 ¡
c^ p
(ZO)¯
s ¡ si
¹i
+ :::; (94)
under the further assumption that the terms of or-
der higher than the second can be neglected, Eq.(92)
reduces to:
Á ¡ Ái = [1 ¡ cÁi]
^ p
(ZO)¯
s ¡ si
¹i
; (95)
¯ ¯
¯
¯
c^ p
(ZO)¯
s ¡ si
¹i
¯ ¯
¯
¯ ·
¯ ¯
¯
¯(AO^ p + 1 ¡ ³O)
sf ¡ si
¹i
¯ ¯
¯
¯
<< 1 ; (96)
where the index f denotes the ending con¯guration
at the cosmic time tf. If, in addition, jcÁij << 1,
Eq.(95) reduces to:
Á ¡ Ái =
^ p
(ZO)¯
s ¡ si
¹i
; (97)
which can be considered as the counterpart to the
classical formulation, Eq.(29), in the special case of
steady in°ow regime · = ¡1. The comparison be-
tween Eqs.(29) and (97), via (90), keeping in mind
the star mass fraction s is linearly dependent on the
cosmic time t in the case under discussion, shows the
validity of Eq.(32).
A2 Dominant metal-free °ow regime
The special case of dominant metal-free °ow
regime j·j >> 1, ³O = 0 may be of particular rel-
evance in connection with early stages of evolution,
where the interstellar or intergalactic gas has still to
undergo substantial metal enrichment, and deserves
further analysis.
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With regard to the parameter c appearing
in Eq.(23), j·j >> 1 implies AO^ p << j·j, as
^ p << 1 and AO cannot signi¯cantly exceed unity
via Eq.(21), being oxygen the most abundant metal
in the universe. Accordingly, the following relations
hold:
c = ¡
(ZO)¯
^ p
· ; c^ p00 = ¡
(ZO)¯·
1 + ·
; (98)
and Eqs.(24), (25), reduce to:
Á ¡ Ái = ¡
·
1
(ZO)¯
^ p
·
+ Ái
¸
£
£
"
1 ¡
µ
¹
¹i
¶¡·=(1+·)#
; (99)
¹
¹i
=
·
^ p + (ZO)¯·Á
^ p + (ZO)¯·Ái
¸¡(1+·)=·
; (100)
where ¡c^ p00=(ZO)¯ is slightly exceeding or lowering
the unity for in°owing (· < 0) or out°owing (· > 0)
gas, respectively.
The power in ¹=¹i can be expanded in
MacLaurin series as in Eq.(26), but the terms of the
higher order with respect to the second can no longer
be neglected via Eq.(28) due to j·j >> 1 which im-
plies ¹f >> ¹i or ¹f << ¹i depending whether
· < 0 or · > 0, respectively.
In the limit · ! 1, c^ p00=(ZO)¯ ! ¡1,
Eqs.(99) and (100) reduce to:
Á
Ái
=
¹i
¹
; (101)
where normalized oxygen abundance is inversely pro-
portional to the gas mass fraction, maintaining null
if initially null.
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Originalni nauqni rad
U radu je unapreen model hemijske
evolucije tzv. model zatvorene kutije i
to na dva naqina: (i) uveden je jednosta-
van model zatvorena kutija + rezervoar koji
dopuxta isticae gasa iz kutije u rezer-
voar (Hartwick 1976), kao i priliv gasa iz
rezervoara u kutiju stopom koja je propor-
cionalna stopi formiraa zvezda (Caimmi
2007), i (ii) model je proxiren tako da moe
da obuhvata vixe faza (vixefazni model
zatvorena kutija + rezervoar) tokom kojih
je stopa isticaa ili priliva gasa razli-
qita. Teorijski dobijena raspodela dife-
rencijalne zastup	enosti kiseonika bliska
je neprekidnoj izlom	enoj liniji. Model
je primeen na vextaqki generisan uzorak
saqien od dve grupe halo-zvezda, koji po
karakteristikama priblino odgovara unut-
raxem Galaktiqkom halou. Ovako dobijena
empirijska raspodela diferencijalne zastup-
	enosti kiseonika odgovara, u znaqajnoj meri,
neprekidnoj izlom	enoj liniji za dve odrive
empirijske relacije [O/H]-[Fe/H]. Odreeni su
nagibi i preseci regresionih prava, koji su
zatim iskorixeni kao ulazni parametri za
vixefazni model zatvorena kutija + rezer-
voar. U granicama grexaka (¨¾) nagibi reg-
resionih prava pokazuju veliki priliv gasa u
ranim fazama evolucije i slabo ili umereno
isticae gasa tokom kasnijih faza. Takoe
je razmatrana i prodiskutovana mogua veza
unutraxi halo { spo	axi oval (siro-
maxan metalima). Kvantitativni rezul-
tati ne mogu biti primeeni na unutraxi
Galaktiqki halo dok se ne uklone kontami-
nacija diskom i selekcioni efekti iz uzoraka
iz haloa i ne razrexe neslagaa dobijena
korixeem razliqitih metoda odreivaa
zastup	enosti kiseonika.
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